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1 Objectives 

Experimentally monitor the physical layer characteristics of a wireless channel between two 
devices operating on a wireless local area network (WiFi) 

Use the results to gain an insight in both, the physical environment’s impacts on radio 
frequency (RF) signals and wireless challenges. 

 

2  Experiments and their Goals 
 

1. Experiment 1 - Signals in Line of Sight (LOS) 
Observe the change in signal strength, noise level, and bit rate as distance is varied when 
the receiver and transmitter are in line of sight of each other 

 2. Experiment 2 - Signals in Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) 
Observe the change in signal strength, noise level, and bit rate as distance is varied when 
the receiver and transmitter are not in line of sight of each other 

 3. Experiment 3 - Impact of distance and frequency bands on Effective Throughput 
Plot and comment on the degradation of throughput with distance and across different 
frequency bands. 

3 
 

Equipment 

 
1. Two laptops connected to the same WiFi network. These two laptops ping each other 

through out Experiment 1 and 2 

 2. Raspberry Pi(Pi) with iPerf, OpenSSH, aircrack-ng and Wireshark 

 3. Panda Wireless Adapter (referred to as PWA) 

 4. Ethernet cable, Power adapter 
  

Apart from the laptops, you will be provided with all other components. 

•

•
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4 Experiment Description and Setup 

4.1 Experiment 1 and 2 
4.1.1 Set up 

In this experiment, two laptops in the same WiFi network will ping each other while Wireshark 
is used to monitor the wireless channel.  We describe two possible set ups for the experiments.   

The simplest set up is shown in Figure 1a.  The Panda wireless adapter is inserted in a USB 
slot on one of the laptops, e.g., laptop A.  Wireshark is installed on the laptop.  Wireshark is 
then started with the interface (likely wlan1) set in Monitor Mode.  This means that it captures 
all WiFi packet in the frequency band that the Panda adapter is using, and not just the packets 
that are addressed to the device, which is what it normally does.  While you are monitoring, 
the Panda adapter cannot be used for communication, but the on-board adapter of the laptop 
can still be used.  You can generate traffic by running ping between the two laptops.  The ping 
packets will be forwarded by the wired infrastructure, as shown in the figure, but the wireless 
signals sent by the two laptops and the access point (and any other nearby wireless device in 
the same frequency band) will be captured by Wireshark.  More details on the set up can be 
found later in the rest of this section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1a: Simple Set up 

On some laptops, depending on the OS and hardware, setting up Wireshark in monitor 
mode may be hard.  In that case, you can use the set up in Figure 1b.  The Panda adapter is 
now connected to a Raspberry Pi, which monitors channels.  The rest of the setup is the 
same: the two laptops exchange ping packets through the access point and the Panda 
adapter can listen in on the signals they transmit.  We can provide you with a Raspberry Pi 
with the necessary software, so no set up is needed. 

In the second set up, the Raspberry Pi needs to authenticate with the access point.  It is not 
clear how to do this for CMU APs, but it should be possible for many other APs.  If you want 
to run experiments but the Pi cannot authenticate to the AP, you can use an Ethernet cable 
to log into the Pi so you can start Wireshark and collect data. 

The packets captured by Wireshark contain radio information such as SNR, bit rate and 
frequency values that will be used to analyze the channel. Vary the distance between the Pi 
and the Laptop A in Line of Sight for Experiment 1 to model the channel characteristics of 
the channel between Laptop A and the Pi. Repeat the same experiment but varying the 
distance between Laptop B and the Pi to model the channel between Laptop B and the Pi. 
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Figure 2b: Setup with Raspberry Pi 

In Experiment 2, introduce obstacles in the channel to create a Non-Line of Sight channel en- 
vironment and repeat Experiment 1 measurement techniques to model NLOS channel behavior 
for the two different channels. For each experiment, Experiment 1 and 2, you will have two sets 
of data; each corresponding to the channel between the Pi and the laptop of concern. 
4.1.1 Step by Step set up 
 

In the first, simple set up, you will have to download and install Wireshark 
(https://www.wireshark.org/download.html) on your laptop; it is already on the Raspberry Pi.  
You will have to download and install iPerf (https://iperf.fr/iperf-download.php) on your 
laptops for both setups.  What follows is a set of step-by-step instructions to run the 
instructions.  Not all steps are needed for the simple setup. 

1. Connect the laptops to the same WiFi network - The laptops are connected to 
the same WiFi network and their IP addresses and MAC addresses are noted down. The 
experiment setup gets unnecessarily complicated if you attempt to join a CMU network. 
Instead, it is encouraged to work with other local networks, maybe a personal hotspot or 
your home network. For IP and MAC address on Linux or Mac OS, run the command - 

  ifconfig   

Alternatively, from a Windows machine, run 

  ipconfig   
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Figure 2: ifconfig 

2. Ping one laptop from another - Start to send packets from one laptop to another using 
the ping command. To do so, you will need the IP address of the laptop to ping to. 
To ping a device with IP address <ipAddress>, use the command 

  ping   < ipAddress >  

As an example, if the laptop to ping has an IP address 10.0.0.150, you would run the 
command, 

  ping   10 .0 .0 .150  
 

3. SSH into the Pi - Before SSHing into the Pi, to enable running graphical programs over 
ssh , install XQuartz on your Mac OS or XMing and Putty for Windows. Ubuntu systems 
will not require any extra installations. These installations are necessary only on the device 
that will be used to ssh into the Pi and will allow remote access to Wireshark GUI. The 
Pi, with the Panda Wireless adapter connected, is powered up and connected to the laptop over 
ethernet. The Pi’s address is determined using the command below, run on your laptop - 

           arp -a  
 
 

 

Figure 3: arp 

The IP address for the Pi is found in the line that contains the MAC address that matches 
b8:27:eb:xx:xx:xx. SSH into the Pi using the IP address <ipAddress> determined from 
the previous step. 

 

Example - 

  ssh   -X   192 .168 .2 .2   -l   pi  
 

When prompted, enter password  ’raspberry’. 
 

ssh   -X   < ip Address >   -l   < username > # username   -   pi 
# password   -   raspberry 
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4. Connect wireless interfaces to the WiFi network - The connection made above is 
only link local (between your laptop and the Pi only). We want the Pi to be connected to 
the same WiFi network as your two laptops in Step 1. To connect the on-board WiFi 
adapter and the PWA to the network, add the credentials of the network to the 
wpa_supplicant.conf file on the Pi. This file is the Pi’s source file that it looks up when 
it attempts to connect to a WiFi network. 

  sudo nano / etc/ wpa_ supplicant / wpa_ supplicant . conf  
 

Include the lines below in the file 
 

 
 

These specifications depend on the network configurations and settings of the network you 
are working with; make any changes accordingly with the help of the active Raspberry Pi 
forums. 
Now, restart your Pi, 

 

 

SSH over ethernet again, like in Step 2, and run ’ifconfig’ to check if your wireless interfaces 
have IP addresses. These IP addresses should be in the same class as the IP addresses of 
the laptops that ping each other. If you are going to SSH over WiFi, make use of the on-
board adapter interface wlan0 over the PWA’s wlan1 interface. 

5. Set PWA in Monitor Mode - Set the adapter, accessible by interface ’wlan1’ (the PWA 
wireless interface), in Monitor mode. Run the commands below on the Pi 

 

 

The PWA interface loses it’s IP address in this mode which is why, as mentioned in the 
previous step, do not choose this interface to SSH over. Very rarely, your PWA interface 
can be set to wlan0 depending on how the interfaces were defined on boot. If this occurs, 
restart your Pi to have your PWA interface defined over wlan1. 

6. Start Wireshark on the Pi or laptop and set filters 

           wireshark   -i   wlan1   -I   -y   IEEE _ 802 _ 11 _ R A DIO  
 

This command informs Wireshark to set wlan1 in Monitor Mode and to include radio 
information headers in the packets  captured.  More information on setting up for sett ing 
up the Pi can be found at https://wiki.wireshark.org/CaptureSetup/WLAN 

7. Apply Wireshark filters - If you are attempting to determine the channel between 
Laptop A and the PWA on the Pi, you can capture all packets Laptop A is sending to 
Laptop B. Set filters on Wireshark to display only such packets.  Enusre wlan1 is selected 
on the Wireshark GUI. In capture options, you can add a new filter, 

network { 
ssid =" name _ of_ your_ network " 
psk =" password " 
key _ mgmt= WPA - PSK 

} 

sudo   shutdown   -h   now # to   shutdown   the   Pi 

ifconfig 
sudo   ip   link   set   wlan1   do wn 
sudo   iwconfig   wlan1   mode   monitor 
sudo   ip   link   set   wlan1   up 
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           ether   src   host   < macLaptopA >   and   ether   dst   host   < macLaptopB >  
 

This filter will display on Wireshark only those packets on the network being sent from 
Laptop A to Laptop B picked up by the PWA. Feel free to change filters according to your 
experiment; refer the well documented Wireshark archives for it. macLaptopA is the MAC 
address of Laptop A that you noted down in Step 1. Likewise, macLaptopB is that of 
Laptop B. 

In Monitor mode, the adapter will pick up all packets in the network. It is not appropriate 
to snoop on the network traffic of other users and the university does not allow it on its 
networks. If working with CMU networks, the setup described above means that you 

(a) will listen on a channel that has encrypted traffic (CMU-secure or hotspot) 
(b) because of the filters, you will only monitor your own traffic consisting of ping packets. 

You must follow these rules and respect university policy. 

8. Packet expectation - Check for physical layer data by selecting any received packet 
displayed on Wireshark and observing the packet dissection. There should be a category 
titled ‘802.11 radio information’; Select this, to view the values obtained. If you do not 
find this, your PWA is not operating in Monitor Mode, repeat Step 3. The ‘802.11 radio 
information’ category should include data for: ‘PHY type’, ‘Data rate’ (understood as the 
bit rate for all our experiments), ‘Frequency’, ‘Signal strength (dBm)’ and ‘Noise level 
(dBm)’. Observe the value of ‘Signal strength (dBm)’. 

 
9. Sanity Check - To check if the measurements are as expected, create a larger separation 

between the devices, the value of the ‘Signal strength (dBm)’ should decrease or kill the 
ping and the traffic should disappear. 

10. Data Collection - To process and to display the data collected during experiments, save 
the data to a file. To save the data collected from the Wireshark capture, select the ‘File’ 
drop down menu > ‘Export Packet Dissections’ > select data format. The formats avail- 
able are : 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

You will need both packet dissection and info field in the display window. 

11. Wireshark allows for data in the packet dissections to be added to the display window. 
This can be beneficial for quick analysis and for post-processing the data using one of 
the many available file formats. To add a data value from the packet dissections to the 
display window, right-click on the data item > select ‘Apply as Column’. This will add the 
value to the display window, and cause those values to be saved to the CSV, “C” Array, 
PSML/PDML XML, and JSON output files. 

 

Format Notes 
Plain Text Able to save all the data in the packet dissection 

CSV 
C Array 

PSML/PDML XML 
JSON 

 
Only saves the data in the display window 

(above packet dissection information) 
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Figure 4: Sample Packet Capture 

12. Measure the channel at different distance - Carry out the packet capture at different 
distances, in incremental steps, between the laptop and the Pi. Make sure to save your 
measurements in different files or formats you are comfortable working with. You will be 
using this data to plot graphs and determine channel characteristics. Also, remember you 
have to obtain two sets of data; measurements for channel between Laptop A and the Pi 
and channel between Laptop B and the Pi. 

13. Perform Measurements for NLOS case - Repeat the measurement technique for Ex- 
periment 2, now with obstacles in the testing environment. 

 
4.2 Experiment 3 

4.2.1 Description 

For this experiment you will be measuring the throughput over a wireless link on different 
frequency bands at predetermined distances using a network analyzer tool called iPerf. The 
throughput is determined by exchanging iPerf packets between the server and the client for a 
short interval of time specified in the iPerf command.  The distance of the wireless link that carries 
the iPerf traffic will be varied in steps to notice the changes on the throughput. This experiment 
has to be performed twice, once on the 2.4GHz band and another on the 5GHz band. 

Again, there are two set up.  If you can use the Panda adapter and run Wireshark on a 
laptop, you can simply run iPerf between your laptop and any node in the wired 
Internet.  In this case, the wireless link between the laptop and the access point should 
be the bottleneck that limits iPerf’s throughput.  If you need to use the Pi to use the 
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Panda adapter, you will have to set it up as described below..  
 
4.2.2 Setup 

 
We now describe the steps to run the experiment, including the steps to set up the Pi in the 
topology shown in Figure 5  (skip if you use the PWA on a laptop).   

1. Set PWA in Managed Mode - The PWA is set to its default Managed Mode for this 
experiment. 

 

The PWA interface must now have an IP address, which will be used as the iPerf server. 
 

 

Figure 5: Experiment 3 

 
2. Install iPerf3 on your laptop - The Pi is already installed with iPerf3. Before running 

this experiment, ensure the iPerf client, your laptop, has iPerf3 installed/available on it. 

3. Set the Raspberry Pi as an access point – We will provide instructions if any 
team needs this. 

4. Set the PWA in the frequency band being tested - The PWA is a dual band network 
interface card, thus supports transmissions on both 2.4GHz and 5 GHz. Set the PWA to 
2.4GHz operating frequency for the first set of tests in Experiment 3. Repeat Steps 3 to 6 
on 5GHz for the second set of data. 
If there is wpa_supplicant application running on wlan1 (PWA interface), kill the process 
with the PID displayed. 

 

 

ifconfig # adapter   interface   -   < pwa Interface > 
sudo   ip   link   set   < p waInterface >   down 
sudo   iwconfig   < p waInterface >   mode   managed 
sudo   ip   link   set   < p waInterface >   up 

sudo   airmon - ng   start   wlan1 
sudo  kill < pid > # Do   not   kill   the   process   running   on   wlan 0 
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Set the channels, 
 

 

While choosing channels for each frequency, keep in mind FCC regulations for permitted 
channels. If you do not specify a channel, the Pi chooses a permitted channel and sets it 
for you. 

 
5. Start iPerf server - To start the iPerf server on the wlan1 interface of the Pi, use the 

command - 

  iperf3   -s   -B   < p waIPAddress >  
 

Example - if wlan1 has an IP address 192.168.10.2, your command to start the server would 
be 

  iPerf3   -s   -B   192 .168 .10 .2  

 
6. Start iPerf client - To start the iPerf client on the laptop and to run the client for 30 

seconds - 
 

Feel free to look at the iPerf document to set more attributes and conditions for your test. 

7. Throughput measurements are to be taken at fixed distances between the server and the 
client and in incremental steps. You should notice a drop in the throughput as you increase 
the distance between the Pi and your laptop. These measurements are to be plotted against 
distance to visualize throughput degradation with  distance. 

8. For more options suited for your experiment - 
 

iperf3 -h  # for   Linux 
./ iperf -h  # for   Mac   OS   X 
start   iperf . exe -h # for   Windows 

5 Submission 
Each team must submit one write-up and the submission should include the following items : 

1. Experiment 1 - Signals in Line of Sight: 

(a) Plot of your model signal strength compared to distance. 

(b) Plot of your experimental data signal strength compared to distance. 

(c) Plot of your experimental data (1) signal strength, (2) bit rate, and (3) noise compared 
to distance. These can all be plotted on the same figure where the left y-axis is one unit 
(e.g. dBm) and the right y-axis is another unit (e.g. Mb/s). This can be performed 
in MATLAB using the the ‘yyaxis’ command. 

(d) Answer the following questions: 

sudo 
sudo 
sudo 
sudo 

iwlist   channel 
ip   link   set   wlan1   down 

# to   see   all   available   channels 

iwconfig   wlan1   freq   <2.4 / 5 >   channel   <C > 
ip   link   set   wlan1   up 

./ iperf3   -c   < p waIPAdress >   -t   30 
start   iperf3 . exe   -c   < pwaIPAddress >   -t   30 
iperf3   -c   < p waIPAddress > t 30 

# for   Mac   OS 
# for   Windows 

# for   Linux 
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i. Write 1-2 sentences describing your experimental  setup. 
ii. Write 1-2 sentences noting trends or abnormalities in the plot. 

2. Experiment 2 - Signals in Non-Line of Sight 
 

(a) Plot of your experimental data (1) signal strength, (2) bit rate, and (3) noise compared 
to distance, using similar filtering techniques to those used for the LOS data. 

(b) Plot a comparison of the LOS and NLOS (1) signal strength, (2) bit rate, and (3) 
noise compared to distance using the data collected. 

(c) Answers to the following questions: 

i. Write 1-2 sentences describing your experimental  setup. 
ii. Write1-2 sentences describing your intuition about how the(1)signal strength, (2) 

noise level, and (3) bit rate over distance will be different from the LOS experiment 
(from before performing the experiment). 

iii. Write 1-2 sentences noting trends or abnormalities in the plot. 
iv. Write 1-2 sentences noting how NLOS data compares to the LOS data. Did the 

results match your predictions? 
v. Based upon the data from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, does the bit rate 

change with signal strength? Is this expected? 

3. Experiment 3 - Impact of distance and frequency band on Effective Throughput 

(a) Plot and compare the throughput on the two different frequency bands and reason 
about the channel behavior. With the two results in hand, provide a comparative 
analysis of the channels in terms of range and throughput degradation. Explain the 
behavior. 

(b) Answers to the following questions: 

i. Write 1-2 sentences describing your experimental  setup. 
ii. You should notice a drop in the throughput as you increase the distance between 

the server and the client. Please explain, given what you learned in Experiments 
1 and 2. 

iii. Write 1-2 sentences on how the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) will impact each of 
these values. 

iv. Write 1-2 sentences on reasoning about any trends or abnormalities in the plot. 

 
Suggestions 

Make note of the interfaces - It will help to keep track of the different interfaces on 
different devices as each serves a different purpose. Although the interfaces on your personal 
devices are device dependent, the Pi’s Ethernet interface is referred to as eth0, the wireless 
interface for the Pi’s onboard adapter as wlan0 and the external adapter’s as wlan1. Always 
ensure you are SSH-ing into the Pi over an interface that does not lose it’s IP. 

It is possible that the adapter could stop working, ssh could fail, the GUI poses issues. 
Your best bet would be to restart the Pi. To shutdown the Pi, you can  use 

  sudo   shutdown   -h   now  

•

•
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Notice and understand the network details of your experiment setup. Commands like 
’ifconfig’ and ’iwconfig’ give a good insight into network specifications. Any changes in 
the network can be noticed in the output of these two commands. Also, analyze captured 
packet contents and details in every layer to realize the OSI model through Wireshark. 

If SSH-ing gets tricky, you can always connect the Pi to a monitor you have access to  
and work on it. This can help you only with the setup but for channel measurements and 
interface handling, you will need to figure out SSH. It is definitely not advised to carry 
around a monitor around every time you have to perform the experiment, neither is it 
necessary. 

If on Wireshark, the captured packets are not displayed after applying filters, it is most 
likely that you are not listening on the right channel. Determine the WiFi channel your 
laptop is using (refer the Appendix) and change the WiFi channel of the PWA to that. 

 

 

Repeat packet capture on Wireshark. 

6 Appendix 
6.1 Determine the channel your laptop is   using 

6.1.1 Ubuntu 

Find the active channel by running the command 

iwlist   channel  

6.1.2 Mac OS X 
• Hold down the Option key and click on the WiFi in your Menu Bar 
• Select ’Open Wireless  Diagnostics’ 
• Click Window in your Menu Bar and select Scan 

6.1.3 Windows 
netsh   wlan   show   interfaces  

Under WiFi, locate channel 
 

sudo   ip   link   set   wlan1   do wn 
sudo   iwconfig   wlan1   channel   < channelNu mber > 
sudo   ip   link   set   wlan1   up 

•

•

•


